Secondary Electron Eﬀects on Active Spacecraft Charging
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Introduction

Question
Secondary Electron Emission (SEE) is one of dominant factors on spacecraft charging.

Spacecraft can charge up theirself with charged particle beam emission.

Active Spacecraft Charging is usually employed...

However, its eﬀect on active charging was not investigated in detail so far.
 

 


   



- to obtain electromagnetic forces as thrust of spacecraft. (recently proposed)

impact

- Lorentz Force

Potential barrier?

1. Is the potential barrier caused near the beam returning points?
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beam emission

SEE

   

   

- Coulomb Force





   

- to observe ambient plasma environment.

   



   

- to investigate spacecraft charging phenomenon.

2. How large its eﬀect on active charging potential and current characteristices?

spacecraft

Image of active spacecraft charging.

Previous Studies for active charging

Our Purpose

These models do not include SEE eﬀects.

The conventional active charging model.
Vs: Spacecraftʼ s potential

including Secondary Electron Emission.

- The value of Ir is unknown.

V0: Beam potential

beam electron current and return current

To construct an improved active charging model

- This model has a discontinuity at Vs=V0

Θ: Heviside Step Function

Ie (Vs ) = Ib − Ir Θ(Vs − V0 )

electron current
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[New] Active charging model considering beam velocity distribution by Hoshi et al.
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- There are no unknown values. => It can be solved numerically.

Velocity distribution function !
of beam electrons
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[K. Hoshi, T. Muranaka, H. Kojima, H. Usui, I. Shinohara, and H. Yamakawa,
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I. Secondary Electron Model

PIC code: HiPIC, developed by JAXA/JEDI, is used.

This paper

not return

Ib − Ir

We have implemented to the PIC code and tested it.


2eVs /me

Concept of the model [Fig. 9 of K. Hoshi et al.]

“Numerical analysis of Active Spacecraft Charging in Geostationary Environment” , J. Spacecraft and Rockets, accepted for pub.]

3D Full Particle-in-cell simulation with MonteCarlo Secondary Electron Emission Model.
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Methods



PIC simulation of active spacecraft charging with SEE have been demonstrated.
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II. Test Simulation

- We implemented secondary electron model for PIC by G. Cheng and L. Liu, 2011.

- We have tested Secondary Emission with the parameters in the model paper [G. Cheng, L. Liu, 2011]

The model can treat three types of secondary electron emission.
primary

Velocity

3. elastically

1. true secondary

2. backscattered

φ

φ
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1. True secondary
2. Backscattered

Material

Conventional Model (Vaughanʼ s formula) for SEY

=

Charge Accumulation

Additionaly routines for SEE
Calc. incident position

with SEE

NOTE: incident position is interpolated from
the particleʼ s velocity and position.

Poission

(w > 3.6)

ε − ε0
εmax − ε0

E-ﬁeld, B-ﬁeld

Pe = Re (ε)δ(ε, φ) : Probability of elastically reﬂected.
Pb = Rb (ε)δ(ε, φ) : Probability of backscatterd.

Velocity

δ(1 − Re − Rr )
1 − R e − Rr

- Secondary electron increase in geometric progression when SEY > 1,

Sensitive case:
- Incident position is in another node.

=> Appropriate MPI COMM. is needed.

object

Energy Distribution of Secondary ( 0.1eV ) Energy Distribution of Secondary ( 5eV )

primary

- Elastically and rediﬀusion electrons are less than true secondary.

- Energy Distribution is consistent with Maxwellian.

node B

node A

Energy Distribution by Emission Tyoe ( 5eV )

secondary

Potential History

Results
Timeline

To investigate the SEE eﬀects on active charging.

※SEY of aluminum surface is about 0.97.

NOTE: Sometimes the emitted particle goes to another node.

MPI communication: send particles

III. Active Charging Simulation

- The model is a (conductive) cube => Emission direction is isotropic.

and potential becomes positive due to Ise > Ie.

incident

Their model is constructed for Particle-based simulation.

- Potential rising becomes slower with SEE.

Send secondary

: yield for true secondary

Position

- Secondary Electrons are successfully emitted from the surfaces.

to determine the secondary type.

- Emitted particles go to another node.

δ(ε, φ) = δts (ε, φ)(1 − Pe − Pr ) + Pe + Pr

Current History

Use random numbers for each incident

Poission

They proposed probability based SEY model.

Potential History

are calculated in advance.

MPI communication: send rho

MPI communication: send phi

Secondary Electron Density

NOTE: Incomplete Gamma and Beta functions

Charge Redistribution

G. Cheng and L. Liuʼ s model

Electron Density

Secondary Emission

MPI communication: send phi

εmax = εmax0 (1 + ksε φ2 /2π)

δts (ε, φ) =

spacecraft

-φ

MPI communication: send rho
without SEE

δmax = δmax0 (1 + ksδ φ /2π)

then,

cosine distribution

ejection energy = impact energy

Normal PIC code

2

equal

(cosine distribution)

Calculation Procedure with Domain Decomposition

δ(ε, φ) = δmax [w exp (1 − w)] : Secondary Electron Yield (SEY)

k = 0.56 (0 < w ≤ 1)
k = 0.25 (1 < w ≤ 3.6)

where w

cos φ
2

Each type of electron has diﬀerent velocity and angle distributions.

killed

δ(ε, φ) = 1.125δmax /w0.35

gts (φ) =

an uniform distribution in emission energy ( 0 ~ ε)

3. Elastically reﬂected

excitation

Ejection Angle
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Diﬀ: ~ 2V



Potential with SEE is higher than w/o SEE.





- How does the spacecraftʼ s potential changes ?
- How is the density distribution of Secondary electron?
Beam

Model

(zoomed in)







spacecraft





- Electron beam is emitted from +x surface of S/C.

 

Secondary


S/C size: 1m (5grids)

High-density near beam-emission surface.
=> SEE incuded by Beam-electron is dominant.

Parameters

 

 



(zoomed in)

Δx

         

Current history

- Spacecraft body is conductive surfaces.
electron beam





- Electrostatic Particle-in-cell Simulation

cubic s/c




beam returning






20cm

Plasma Species

Electron, Proton

B-ﬁeld

None





         


20 ns

Grid

256 x 256 x 256

System Length

51.2m x 51.2m x 51.2m

mi/me

1836

Particle per cell

20 for each species

Te , Ti

12 eV

Beam Current

0.5mA

ne , ni

10 / cc

Beam Potential

50V

Electron

 

 

 






Δt

Parameters for SEE






δmax0

0.7

εom

2.8 eV

Re

0.282

εmax0

420 eV

ksδ

1.0

Rr

0.200

ε0

3.0 eV

ksε

1.0



Potential



         


SEE current increases at the beam-returning point.
There is no potential barrier.

Conclusion
- We performed active charging simulation with and without SEE.
1. The spacecraftʼ s potential with SEE becomes higher than that of without SEE.
2. Almost all of secondary electrons are induced by returning beam current.

Secondary electron caused mainly by the beam electron.

Tasks

- Simulate with another parameters (materials).
- Simulate with another model (shape).
- Are there any relationships between V0 and ε0 ?

